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Paper submission guidelines and criteria  
updated 5 October 2010 

Thomas Christensen (thc@frv.dk) 
Danish Maritime Safety Administration 

 

This document describes hopefully in sufficient detail the criteria for selecting papers for the e-Navigation 
conference to be held in 2011. The document also serves as a template. 

Important 

No presentations without supporting papers will be selected. 

Content 

The content must of course be in line with the topics of the conference. I.e. papers should focus on the 
following aspects of real physical e-Navigation test beds: 

 What is the need for the services developed 
 A general description of the services and the test bed in general 
 Which methodology is being used to evaluate the use of the services 
 Human element aspects of e-Navigation 
 Conclusions from the tests* 
 Recommendations for the development of e-Navigation services and/or for future  

e-Navigation test beds  

*At this stage there may not be any results from the test bed yet, which is quite acceptable. 

Deadline 

Papers must be sent to the organizers no later than 1 November 2010. Send to thc@frv.dk. 

Length of paper 

5 to 10 pages, 450-500 words per page. 

Length of presentation 

The length of the presentation should be 20 minutes, including 5 minutes for answering questions.  
10-30 power point slides. Please send the PP slides to the organizers one week before the conference. 

Format of paper 

The format of the paper should be as follows:  
 

Microsoft Word. 

A4 with margins: 

 Top: 3 cm. 

 Bottom: 3 cm. 

 Left: 2 cm. 

 Right 2 cm. 

Text: Arial 10pt; single line space. Space above paragraphs 0pt, below paragraphs 5pt 

Sub heading:  Arial 14pt; Space above paragraph 12pt, below paragraph 6pt. 
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Heading:  Arial 18pt; space below paragraph 24pt. 

 

The paper should include the following elements: 

 Title (heading, centralized) 

 Author(s) and affiliation (normal text in italics, centralized) 

 Abstract (normal text in italics, 2 -10 lines) 

Followed by a number of sections, initiated by sub headings. 

Please avoid footers and headers. 

Images and tables should have un-numbered caption text below the element. 

Criteria for selection 

If more papers are submitted than time will allow to present at the conference, the following criteria will be 
used for the selection of the papers: 

 The diversity of the e-Navigation services. Does the test bed include a substantial number of 
different services 

 The diversity of the test bed itself. The number of different users (different ships, both ship and 
shore) 

 The complexity of the infrastructure (for instance for the communication) 

 The maturity of the test beds (have test been carried out, have conclusions been reached) 

 Diversity in the focus in the papers (technical services, communication aspects, test methodology, 
human elements) 

 Geographical diversity (test beds from different places on the planet) 


